Thus, Mega encodes a member of the claudin protein family and, thereby, establishes that claudins are conserved in Drosophila.
mega Transcript and Protein Expression Pattern during Embryogenesis
To visualize mega transcript and Mega protein expression during embryogenesis, we performed in situ hybrid- bryos that lack both maternal and zygotic mega expression develop a tracheal phenotype indistinguishable from that of zygotic mutants (not shown). These results indicating that the P element insertions have generated suggest that the maternal aspect of mega expression new mega alleles, referred to as mega G0012 and mega
G0044
, is not essential for normal development or viability. Zyrespectively. The mutant phenotypes of mega G0012 and gotically expressed mega transcript is first observed mega G0044 were not enhanced in combination with a during stage 11 in the epidermis (not shown; stages mega chromosomal deficiency (Df(1)sta; Figure 1C ; not according to Campos-Ortega and Hartenstein, 1985) folshown), indicating that mega G0012 and mega G0044 reprelowed by Mega protein expression, which is detectable sent amorphic mega alleles.
at stage 12 ( Figure 3B ). During subsequent embryonic Both P element insertions reside in a 5Ј untranslated development, the spatial aspects of mega transcript and region of annotated gene CG14779, encoding a putative Mega protein expression coincide. They are expressed protein of 256 amino acids (Figures 2A and 2B ). The P in ectodermally derived tissues such as epidermis (Figelements with Figure 6C ), salivary glands, and epidermis (not shown) of such embryos, suggesting that sinu might be However, the cell shape changes are not caused by any prominent defects in cytoskeleton organization, beinvolved in the development of these ectodermal tissues as well. The observations suggest that sinu activity parcause neither the subcellular localization nor the intensity of GFP-labeled actin and tubulin ( Figures 5L-5O) , ticipates in targeting Mega to SJs, whereas the other tube expansion genes may act in a manner independent as well as polarization of the microtubule cytoskeleton ( Figures 5P and 5Q) , is altered in mega mutant traof Mega to mediate normal tracheal tube formation. cheal cells.
Neurexin and Coracle Are Involved in Subcellular Localization of Mega Control of Subcellular Mega Localization by Tube Expansion Genes
The specific localization of Mega in SJs suggests its interaction with SJ-associated proteins. To test this promega belongs to the group of tracheal tube expansion genes that affect tube length and diameter size (Beitel posal, we examined the subcellular localization of Mega in embryos that lack the septate junction components and Krasnow, 2000). We therefore examined Mega tissue distribution and its subcellular localization in emCor, FasciclinIII (FasIII; Woods et al., 1997), and Nrx. Although still membrane associated, Mega shows a babryos that are mutant for tube expansion genes. Mega is distributed normally in embryos that are homozygous solateral distribution rather than being tightly associated Discussion  6D and 6E) . In contrast, Mega appears to be normally localized in fasIII mutant embryos ( Figure 6F ). This differWe present evidence that the Drosophila gene mega encodes a transmembrane protein that is structurally ence suggests that the proper targeting of Mega to the SJs depends on both cor and nrx and is independent and functionally similar to the family of claudin proteins in vertebrates. of fasIII activity.
with SJs in cor as well as in nrx mutant embryos (Figures

Previous observations revealed that Cor and Nrx directly interact with and depend on each other for an SJ
The (Figures 6N and 6O) . therefore, not involved in organization or maintenance of epithelial polarity. In addition, integrity of epidermal Thus, the results suggest an either direct or indirect interaction of Mega with the Cor/Nrx complex. sheets is not affected by mega, because mega mutants 
